Development of a quantification system of ionic dissociative metabolites using an FT-IR/ATR method.
A simultaneous quantification system of ionic dissociative metabolites was developed using a Fourier transform mid-infrared spectroscopic method by focusing our attention on the enzyme reaction from glucose 6-phosphate to fructose 6-phosphate with phosphoglucose isomerase (PGI). We studied the pH dependency of the infrared spectra of the mixture solution for which the PGI reaction was assumed. The infrared spectra of ionic dissociative components in the mixture solution were extracted by multiple linear regression analysis under the assumption of ionic dissociation equilibrium. Additionally, we constructed a simultaneous quantification system using the extracted spectra of the ionic dissociative components on the basis of the ionic dissociation equilibrium. We could accurately estimate the pH value and the concentrations of the ionic dissociative materials in their mixture solution by using this quantification system. In addition, the stability of quantification results for a pK shift was also verified.